
Jasmine Nervoza  Toronto, Canada 

LunatiCK Cosmetic Labs
Pro Palette Contour 

Ashley Dinning  Toronto, Canada

Noctex Cosmetics 
Antiquity Palette

+

Angelina Sambrotto  Los Angeles, United States

Urban Decay
Perversion Waterproof Fine-Point Eye Pen

Not every contour needs to be brown. 
I like thinking outside the box and 
choosing a color range that suits my 
corpse-y needs. Not only are these 
extremely blendable, they’re versatile 
as well. I don’t know about you, but I’m 
crawling out of my winter crypt looking 
like hot death. Not to mention, the palette 
is in the shape of a coffin! Quality and 
cute!
- Jasmine Nervoza
IG @jasminenervoza

Get that subtle liner or dramatic cat 
eye with ease. This liner pen is prob-
ably the darkest ink liner I have ever 
used and when they say waterproof, 
they mean it. The ultra-fine, flexible 
brush makes it the perfect liner for any 
look. Great for eyeliner beginners and 
eyeliner junkies alike. This product is a 
must have in my daily makeup routine. 
- Angelina Sambrotto
IG @angiealaska

The Antiquity palette by Noctex Cosmet-
ics hosts an array of everyday neutrals, 
paired with in-your-face, vibrant gem 
tones. This winning combination gives 
you the versatility to create a softer 
romantic look, while still giving you the 
option to experiment with bold accents 
of color for spring. If you’re looking to 
add a bit of drama and vibrancy to your 
current routine, this palette has got you 
covered from day to night.
- Ashley Dinning
IG @hollywoodnoir
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“ W
hen they say waterproof, they mean it. ”

Refresh your look and makeup kit this season with these pro-tested products that will renew your interest 
in the art of maquillage and get you excited for when the world (eventually) reopens 

and we can go out into public spaces for events again.

+
more colors

BEAUTY PICKS BEAUTY

Spring Reset

feature by  Elizabeth Rhodes
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